Use Cases

Simplify your message integration
1Gateway is a standard low-code message integration solution to connect disparate
applications. It lets you act flexible and fast without the need of a developer to
assure data accuracy across applications.
Today’s enterprise demands are heavily depending on various data from and within
the ecosystem. Reduced complexity on integration can become a competitive
advantage for an IT organization. Due to the layered 1Gateway architecture message
integration is simplified and empowers organization to stay flexible.

Reusable Functions - Many reusable
functions typical for every integration. For
example:
• ID Map - Keeps track of identifiers of the
same record across different endpoints
to know whether to insert a new record or
update an existing one
• Matcher Rules - Evaluate whether
two messages are identical to assure
data accuracy and consistency across
endpoints
• Update Tracker - determines what
has changed in a message over time
to eliminate noise, propagates only
necessary data
• Protocol Handler - connects to endpoints
through the native APIs for each endpoint
and handles any connection error

• Service Desk Sync:
Accelerate customer
onboarding
• CMDB Synchronization:
Keep CI informations
synced
• Unifying Monitoring:
Holistic view from
disparate tools

Connection Plugins - Choose from a variety
of plugins for standard or customized
endpoints.
Normalization - Transforms messages into
a normalized format to reuse messages in
other endpoints.
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for:
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Mikael Ahlberg,
Technical Manager

Reusable Functions

Benefits
Most flexibility when adding new applications to your ecosystem or migrating
from a legacy system into the cloud
Address your business demands by combining the most suitable applications
without lengthy implementation projects
Simplicity makes integration costs predictable and reduces the total cost of
ownership
www.1gateway.com

«Onboarding new customers
has become much faster
and, combined with improved
stability and flexibility, we
can reduce our operational
expenses.»

«1Gateway works so well
that we often forget in
daily operations that we
have a central data hub
for application and service
monitoring.»

Stefan Kaufmann,
System Specialist

